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Dirctors Note
Hello, let me introduce myself. 

Hello, I’m Yvonne Johnson, your newly elected 
Region 2 Director. I thought I’d introduce myself 
by sharing the unique journey that brought me 
from a career as a biology lab technician to a 
historic farm park manager and your new director. 

Just out of college I was so excited to land a 
positon doing basic research at the medical school 
at Rutgers University. It was just what I thought I 
wanted to do until … I became “Accidental 
Interpreter”. My interest in history and 
interpretation sprouted when I was replanted from 
New Jersey and put down roots in northern 
Virginia in the late 80s. What started as a volunteer 
gardener position at a local farm park grew into a new career at Frying Pan Farm Park. While 
learning the community’s stories to share with local school children, my interest in history 
blossomed into a passion to preserve the legacy of this once rural community. I spent more 
than 25 years documenting, preserving and interpreting Fairfax County’s 20th century 
agricultural history. 

What I love most about working in parks and interpretation is the people and that every day is 
different. When you think about it, the core of our work is to help the visitors have fun while 
learning about farming and history.  There is a saying her at Frying Pan Farm Park in Herndon, 
VA, “Your day has not started until you’ve had your FIRST surprise of the day.”

Growing from front line interpreter, to department manager to park manager I have 
experience with many aspects of the art and business of interpretation. I received my CIM, 
Certified Interpretive Manager, from NAI in 2004 and have been served as NAI region 2 
Deputy Director from February, 2012 to December, 2017. This month I started the next step 
of my journey regional Director.  

I look forward to serving the Chesapeake Region in this new role. 

Yvonne



Celebrating International Mud Day! 
by Tania Gale, Naturalist with Calvert County Natural Resources.
 
International Mud Day originated in 2008 when educators from different parts of the globe met and 
discussed what was in the best interests of children everywhere. They agreed that more time 
outside, especially if that time was spent playing and getting dirty, was the cure for a variety of ills, 
and so it began…

Today, many agencies and organizations have jumped onboard having events of their own. Mud Day 
is officially celebrated on June 29. Mud Day is a good excuse, if you need one, to get out there and 
get dirty.

Not sure what Mud Day would look like? Here’s some ideas. 

Mud Day events can include topics like:

Soil composition – 

Why do we have mud? Do some soils hold water better than others? Even if you have no official soil 
science equipment, rub a bit of soil between your fingers – clay is smooth and makes super fabulous 
mud while sand is gritty and too porous to even hold water. 

Another measurement of soil particle size and composition is a percolation test. These can be done 
simply and with no real equipment either. Make a small hole in the ground, pour a small jar full of 
water in, see how long it takes for the water to sink it. When you go to a different habitat, try the 
test again and compare the times. Talk about why the times are different and how that will impact 
the plants and animals that live in each habitat.

Soil critter ID – there are lots of animals that live “down under.” Go for walk and turn over logs, 
bring out the shovels and do some digging, or bring some screens to whatever body of water you 
have close-by and see what’s living in the bottom sediment.

Don’t forget the mud art! As simple as mud finger painting or as complicated as using soil as 
pigments to dye fabric. What kinds of cool soils do you have in your area? Here in Southern 
Maryland we have a great light grey clay that’s fun and even better a beautiful orange sandstone 
which works very well as a “paint.” 

You can tackle big picture issues on Mud Day, too. Erosion, for example. What a great way to 
explore the causes and cures. Ask questions like, “Why do we have mud in the first place?” Use Mud 
Day to get into the nitty gritty of why and how soil ends up in the water and what happens when we 
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have too much of a good thing. Put a soil sample in an old clear plastic or glass jar. Seal the top and 
shake. Let it sit and see which particles settle out first or which are still mixed I the next morning. 
Encourage folks to think about how this fine sediment in the water would impact plants in the water 
like SAV (submerged aquatic vegetation) or filter feeding animals like clams and oysters.

One last bit of Mud Day advice. Believe it or not, not everyone is into mud. Not everyone will love 
getting waist-deep in the swamp. But most will come around, especially if you have the means for 
clean up near by. There’s nothing like being clean and dry after a great head-to-toe mud adventure.

Want to find out more? Here’s a great resource: http://www.kodokids.org/history-international-mud-
day/

Good luck and happy mudding!!





Pump It Up 
Yvonne Johnson
 
A simple, old fashioned hand pump serves up all kinds of fun and learning. 

Eric Sumner, farm mechanic at Frying Pan Farm Park in Herndon VA. built a freestanding box to house an old pump. With a pipe and a 
5 gallon reservoir bucket hidden in the box sections, the water recirculates from the bucket you can see to the one you can’t via simple 
gravity. The water can then be pumped over and over without having to be refilled.  When asked what the goal of this build was Eric 
responded, “There are so many things on the farm we tell the kids not to touch. I wanted them to have something we were inviting 
them to touch. Something dynamic and interactive.”

Park staff can incorporate this into interpretive programs or leave it out for visitor to interact with on their own. Its gravity powered 
recirculating feature and small size make it portable allowing interpreters to use it anywhere at the park or for outreach activities. 
Hydrodynamics, cause and effect, simple machines, energy in/energy out, and ways of the past are just of the few learning opportunities 
this tool can offer. It also happens to be lots of fun. 



Save the Date Invite
Reston Association would like to personally invite you to Reston’s first BioBlitz. Please save the date to help us on this great 
adventure through Reston. The Bioblitz is scheduled for June 2, 2018.
 
Staff are looking for specialists to help identify as many species in Reston as possible. Please contact Patricia Greenberg at 
pgreenberg@reston.org or 703-435-6552 with information about the taxa you specialize in and if you would like to 
participate with us by leading a group. We will have volunteers using iNaturalist to record the data as you identify the 
specific taxa or multiple taxa depending on how you like to work.

mailto:pgreenberg@reston.org


City Nature Challenge 2018 
April 27-30 
 
A multi-national challenge has been issued: which city can have the most people observe the most species of wildlife and plants and record them 
over a 4-day span of time? Which city has the most nature enthusiasts willing to make these nature observations? This friendly competition will 
declare “winners” for most observations, species, and participants.

Last year, 16 cities competed in this citizen science challenge. This year, over 60 cities across the globe are competing, using the free iNaturalist 
application to record their observations over the 4-day period. Everyone can participate, with iNaturalist trainings being offered in many places and 
people then discovering the neat species that live all around them. 

Events like this, as well as the various bioblitzes that are becoming so popular, create great opportunities for environmental education, citizen science 
and interpretation. Nature centers and environmental groups can organize events or set up projects in their parks for people to explore and make 
their own observations. These then can become an ongoing check list of species within the park, some groups going so far as using them to create 
field guides for their parks. Others are using them to conduct biotic inventories and other citizen science based explorations. 

The power of people making these “discoveries” themselves cannot be underestimated. Good interpreters understand the importance of the “wow” 
or “teachable moment” when something comes up and makes an important impression with the individual(s) who found it. Well, when people are 
out with a leader or on their own and make these discoveries themselves, it can make a real impact and offer a unique interpretive moment. Every 
outing can have the potential for such impactful “finds”. These discovery moments also help people appreciate what lives in the parks, which 
hopefully leads to them caring, wanting to learn more, and wanting to be better stewards of the place where they’ve made these discoveries. 

You don’t even have to know the animal/plant you’re snapping a picture of (the iNaturalist app is pretty good at giving you options, serving almost as 
a portable field guide you carry on your phone). You post the photo and location, and then crowd sourcing helps to identify the plant or critter. A 
useful tool for park visitors and naturalists alike. 

Besides learning about the huge array of wildlife and plants that surrounds us, the information collected provides information on what species are 
found throughout the areas, helping to figure out range maps and filling in distribution information. The iNaturalist information is data mined by 
various groups and researchers, providing them with data for their research as well. This is what citizen science is all about, with regular people 
providing data, all while competing in a fun challenge. So mark your calendars now. Set aside some time to join nature center and natural resource 
staff, local environmental groups, and people interested in nature across the globe in recording the wonders of nature that surround us. Or head out 
on your own and see what you discover in 
your local parks. 

Teams and details are still being formed, but 
for more information, check here: https://
www.inaturalist.org/projects/city-nature-
challenge-2017-washington-dc-metro-area/
journal/11693-we-re-getting-ready-for-
the-2018-city-nature-challenge-april-27-30  
and see if your city area is already involved. 
For the DC Metro area, check here: https://
www.inaturalist.org/projects/city-nature-
challenge-2018-washington-dc-metro-area  
Or join the google group for the DC area: 
https://www.inaturalist.org/projects/city-
nature-challenge-2018-washington-dc-
metro-area or Baltimore: https://
www.inaturalist.org/projects/city-nature-
challenge-2018-baltimore  
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Submission Guidelines 
Each edition will be theme-based so if you have something to contribute short or long refer 
to the table below for upcoming deadlines and themes. Submissions for other sections can be 
sent at any time but if it fits in with a particular theme send it by that edition’s deadline 
otherwise it will be used for a future edition. 

Recommended lengths for submissions: 500-600 words for articles
100 words for each tip or trick 

Pictures should be submitted as an attachment to your email. Other materials may be sent in 
the body of your email or as an attachment. 

If you have any suggestions for a theme for future newsletters, please send your suggestions 
or requests. Themes can be anything related to interpretation that would be of interest to the 
region. 

Newsletter submissions including calendar items should be sent to: 
ChesapeakeChat@gmail.com 

Deadline Theme

Winter Newsletter January 15

Spring Newsletter April 15 Autumn Equinox

Summer Newsletter July 15

Fall Newsletter October 15

NAI REGION 2:
Delaware
District of Columbia
Maryland
New Jersey
Pennsylvania
Virginia
West Virginia

We’re on the Web!
See us at:

www.interpnet.com/2/

National Association for 
Interpretation Region 2

Chesapeake

Upcoming Events! 
Interpretation and the Marine Corps
Wednesday, February 21, 2018, 10:30am-12:30pm
National Museum of the Marine Corps, Triangle, VA

Find out how interpretation helps honor the service, commitment, and sacrifices made by all U.S. Marines! You’ll learn this and more as 
we tour the National Museum of the Marine Corps with Laura Hockensmith, Chief of Education. 

We’ll learn about the museum’s goals, its audiences and visitation, get an overview of the site’s programs, tours and exhibits, plus have a 
guided tour of the facility.

Lichens 101
Wednesday, February 28, 2018, 10:00am-2:00pm
Riverbend Park in Great Falls, VA

Join us at Riverbend Park to know more about lichens and how to identify them with Manuela (Manu) Dal Forno, a lichenologist at the 
Smithsonian’s National Museum of Natural History. 

We will start off at the Nature Center with a short introduction to the world of lichens. Then we’ll hike around the park to see some 
of the local species and recognize the structures important for lichen identification. For our outing, we strongly encourage you to bring 
hand lenses, a fundamental item in the field. Taking pictures is also encouraged.

To register or for additional information contact Mona Enquist-Johnston, Beltway Chapter Co-Chair at mogar@cox.net

Beltway Chapter News

mailto:mogar@cox.net

